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Abstract
Wedirectlymeasured the normalized s-wave scattering cross-section of ultracold 40K atoms across a
magnetic-field Feshbach resonance by colliding pairs of degenerate Fermi gases (DFGs) and imaging
the scattered atoms.We extracted the scattered fraction for a range of biasmagnetic fields, and
measured the resonance location to beB0=20.206(15)mTwithwidthΔ=1.0(5)mT.To optimize
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of atomnumber in scattering images, we developed techniques to
interpret absorption images in a regimewhere recoil induced detuning corrections are significant.
These imaging techniques are generally applicable to experiments with lighter alkalis that would
benefit frommaximizing SNRon atomnumber counting at the expense of spatial imaging resolution.

1. Introduction

Feshbach resonances are widely used for tuning the interaction strength in ultracold atomic gases. In degenerate
Fermi gases (DFGs), the tunability of interactions provided by Feshbach resonances has allowed for studies of
the creation ofmolecular Bose–Einstein condensates (BECs) [1–3] aswell as observation of the phase transition
from the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) superconducting regime to the BEC regime at sufficiently low
temperatures [4–7]. Conversely,measuring interactions as a function of controlled parameters can be used to
characterize a Feshbach resonance.

A Feshbach resonance occurs when a diatomicmolecular state energetically approaches the two-atom
continuum [8, 9]. For amagnetic-field Feshbach resonance, a biasmagnetic field defines the relative energy of
the free atomic states in two hyperfine sublevels and themolecular state. Consequently, the Feshbach resonance
can be accessed by changing the biasfield. In cold atomic systemswhere only s-wave channels contribute to
scattering, the interactions are entirely characterized by the scattering length a. In the simple case where there are
no inelastic two-body channels, such as for the 40K resonance discussed in this work, the effect of the resonance
on the scattering length between two free atoms is [8]
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where abg is the scattering length far from any resonance (background scattering length),Δ is thewidth of the
resonance, andB0 is the field value at which the resonance occurs.

The exact value of the resonant fieldB0 is difficult to calculate analytically and is commonly computed via
numericalmodels based on experimental input parameters [10–12] or determined experimentally [13, 14].
Many experimental techniques have been used to characterize Feshbach resonances. These include the
observation of atom loss due to three-body inelastic scattering,measurement of re-thermalization timescales,
and anisotropic expansion of a cloud upon release from a confining potential, which infer the elastic scattering
cross section from collective behavior of the cloud [15–17].More recently, precisemeasurements of the
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molecular binding energy have been performed, which can be used in conjunctionwith theoreticalmodeling to
extract the scattering cross section [18, 19].

Here direct scatteringwas the primary probe of the location andwidth of a Feshbach resonance.We collided
pairs of DFGs and imaged the resulting s-wave scattered atoms as a function of biasmagnetic field. This allowed
us to observe the enhancement in scatteringwithout relying on proxy effects.Wemeasured the fraction of atoms
scattered during the collision at different biasmagnetic fields and deduced the location andwidth of the
resonance.

In contrast to BECs, where scattering halos are readily imaged [20–22], the density of Fermi clouds is
typically≈100 times less than that of BECs5,making it necessary to enhance the strength of inter-atomic
interactions to directly detect the scattered atoms. In our diluteDFGs, evenwith the resonant enhancement of
the scattering cross section, only a small fraction of the atomswas scattered. Using typical absorption imaging,
direct detection of scattered atomswas difficult due to detection uncertainty that particularly affected regions of
low atomic density. To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for low atomnumbers, we absorption imaged
with fairly long, high-intensity pulses—a non-standard regime—which imparted a non-negligible velocity and
thereforeDoppler shift to the atoms. Simulation of the absorption imaging process was necessary for an accurate
interpretation of these images. Using the simulation-corrected images, we extracted the fraction of atoms
scattered in our collision experiment.

This paper is divided into twoparts. First, we study absorption imaging in the presence of a significant time-
dependentDoppler shift and showhowweuse our results to interpret data. Second, we describe our s-wave
scattering experiment and extract ameasure of the location andwidth of the Feshbach resonance in 40K.

2. Absorption imaging in the presence of strong recoil induced detuning

Absorption imagingmeasures the shadow cast by an atomic ensemble in an illuminating probe laser beamwith
angular frequencyωL. This imaging technique relies on optical transitions between ground and excited atomic
states. Such atomic transitions have an energy difference w ,0 and a natural transition linewidthΓ.When
interactingwith a laserfield an atom scatters photons from the field into the vacuummodes. In the two-level
atom approximation, the rate of scattering is [25]
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where =Ĩ I Isat is the laser intensity in units of the saturation intensity, and d d= G˜ is the detuning
d w w= -L 0 in units of the natural linewidth.

An absorption image is obtained by shining an on- or near-resonant probe beam (generally d ˜ 1) onto the
atomic cloud. Some of the light is scattered by the atoms, and the shadow cast by the atoms in the probe beam,
˜ ( )I x y, ,f is imaged onto a camera, as depicted in figure 1(a) (top). The probe light is reappliedwith the atoms

absent to calibrate the intensity ˜ ( )I x y,0 of light unaffected by the atoms (bottom).
Consider the light as it travels along the imaging axis ez through a 3D atomic density profile ρ(x, y, z).We

focus on a single pixel of the camera: sensitive to a single columnof atoms ρ(z), integrated in x and y over the
pixel, giving a single value of Ĩ0 and Ĩ .f Every atom scatters light according to equation (2). Therefore, the atoms
further along the imaging axis ez experience a reduced optical intensity due to attenuation of the laser field by the
other atoms (figure 1(b)). The intensity change from scattering as a function of z is
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whereσ0 is the resonant scattering cross section. Integrating this equation [26] yields a straightforward relation
between the observed intensities Ĩ0 and Ĩf and the atomic columndensity ò r= ( )n z zd :

s d= - + + -( ) ( )˜ ˜ ˜ ( )n I I I I1 4 ln . 4f f0
2

0 0

Wecall the columndensity deduced from this relation s ( )n .0
1 When the probe intensity ismuch smaller than the

saturation intensity, Ĩ 1,0 and the probe light is on resonance, d =˜ 0, the right-hand side of equation (4)
reduces to the optical depth, defined as = - ( )I IOD ln f 0 [26], giving the simple relationship s =( )n OD.0

0 In
all other regimes, the optical depth is not constant and depends on the probe intensity and imaging time.

Equations (3), (4)neglect the atomic recoilmomentum and the resultingDoppler shift [27].When an atom
absorbs a photon from the laser lightfield it acquires amomentumkick kr in the ez direction. The associated
recoil velocity is =v k m,r r wherem is the atomicmass and  l=k hr is the recoilmomentum from the laser
withwavelengthλ. Each re-emitted photon imparts a similar recoilmomentum p ,e but overmany scattering

5
This is not the case for recently realized erbium and dysprosiumDFGs [23, 24], where strong dipolar interactions are present.
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events thismomentumdistribution averages to zero. Therefore the atomwill only acquire an average velocity
per photon vr along ez . The variance of p ,e however, is not zero, allowing the atoms to acquire somemomentum
transverse to the laserfield.While we ignore this correction, it results in the reduction of spatial resolution in the
final image and its effect on the atomic cloud is pictured infigure 1(c).

The average atomic velocity parallel to the lightfield after scatteringN photons isNvr and the laser frequency
as seen by the atoms isDoppler shifted d = k Nvr r from resonance. After an atom scatters = GN k v2 ,photons r r it

getsDoppler detuned by half a linewidth. For a probe intensity of =Ĩ 1,0 the time it takes a single atom to scatter
on average thatmany photons is given by g= =t N k v2 .recoil photons sc r r For 40K atoms imaged on theD2
transition, the case relevant for our experiment, =N 178photons and trecoil=18.76 μs—for imaging times
longer than that the recoil induced detuning correction cannot be neglected. Furthermore, this detuning varies
bothwith imaging time t andwith distance along the propagation direction ez (figure 2). Thus, the laserʼs
spatially varying intensity profile in the atomic cloud also depends on time:

s r
d

= -
+ +

˜( ) ( )
˜( )
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( )I t z
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t z
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t z I t z
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Assuming that the atoms do notmove significantly during the imaging time (wewill remove this assumption
shortly), the dimensionless detuning is

Figure 1.Absorption imaging. (a)Near resonant probe light illuminates the atoms, and the transmitted light (containing a shadowof
the atoms) is imaged on the camera. A second image takenwith no atoms provides a reference. (b)The probe beam is partially
absorbed as it traverses the cloud, and the intensity seen by atoms further along the imaging direction ez is lowered. (c)An atomic
cloud illuminated by a probe light field absorbs photons from the probe and re-emits them in all directions. This process results in a
net acceleration of the cloud in the direction of the probe light aswell as diffusive spreading in the transverse directions.

Figure 2.Dependence of velocity and detuning on position simulated for 40K at three different imaging times and a probe intensity
=Ĩ 0.8.0
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the relationship between the atomic density and the observed intensities is no longer straightforward.
Peturbative treatments of these equations also prove insufficient (see appendix A.1).

2.1. Simulation
To obtain a relationship between the atomic density and the observed intensities in this non-standard regime, we
numerically simulated the imaging process, including the recoil induced detuning.We used parameters relevant
to our experiment—theD2 transition of 40K,withλ= 766.701 nm,Γ/2π= 6.035MHz, vr= 1.302 cm s−1 and
Isat= 1.75 mW cm−2 [28]. The simulation obtained Ĩf as a function of imaging time t, atomic densityσ0n, and

probe intensity Ĩ .0

Weperformed two versions of this simulation. First, we took a simplistic approachwhere the spatial
distribution of atoms did not change appreciably during the imaging time: w g r ( )vt I0 L sc —the stationary
assumption. Startingwith aGaussian density profile, we numerically integrated equations (5) and (6) and
obtained a simulated optical depth for a range of input probe intensities and atomic columndensities.We used
the results of this simulation to check the self-consistency of the stationary atomassumption and found it to be
invalid (see appendix A.2).

To account for the changing atomic distribution during the imaging pulse, we numerically simulated the
classical kinetics of atoms subject to the recoil driven optical forces, and obtained a dynamics adjusted version of
the simulated optical depth.We compared the optical depths predicted by each of the two simulations in the
parameter range  t0.3 100 μs,  Ĩ0.01 500 and  s n0.01 20 and found that the predicted optical
depthswere hardly changed by including the full time evolution (see appendix A.3). Thus, for the purposes of
deducing the atomic density from experimental optical depths, the stationary atom simulation is sufficient in the
experimentally relevant parameter regimewe explored.However, since there is no a priori reasonwhy this
should be sufficient, it is possible that for some range of experimental optical depths or imaging times this
correction is significant, or that it has some impact on the acquired transverse velocity of the atoms—an effect
not considered in our simulations. Furthermore, we simulated a range of initial density profiles ρ(z), and found
their impact on the simulatedOD to be negligible—the only observable is the integrated atomic density n, and
3D atomic densities cannot be reconstructed.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the recoil induced detuning correction as obtained fromour simulations. In
the limit of low probe intensity, Ĩ 1,0 the atomic velocities are hardly changed and the recoil induced
detuning correction is negligible. In the limit of high probe intensity d˜ ˜I ,0 even far detuned atomswill scatter
light at theirmaximum rate and the overall absorptionwill again be unaffected by the correction. In the
intermediate regime, there is a significant deviation between the optical depth predicted by equation (4) and the
simulated optical depth, and this deviation becomes strongerwith longer imaging times.

Figure 3.Optical depth as a function of probe intensity as predicted by the simulation (dots) and by equation (4) (curves), for three
different imaging times, and for column densitiesσ0n=1.6 (blue) and 0.2 (green). As expected, the predictions agree in both the high
and low intensity limits, and differ for probe intensities comparable to the saturation intensity and longer imaging times.
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This simulation provided uswith a correction procedure to interpret experimentally observed Ĩf and Ĩ .0 For
a given imaging time, the simulation predicted afinal intensity as a function of probe intensity and atomic
columndensity.We inverted this prediction to obtain an atomic columndensity given our observed intensities.
For interpreting experimental images, we used the optical depths predicted by the traveling atom simulation,
ODsim.

2.2. SNRoptimization
Weadded shot noise to our simulation and established optimal imaging parameters tomaximize the SNRof this
detection scheme.We considered Poisson noise on the detected arriving photons (i.e., photoelectrons) in both
the initial and final images I0 and If, with standard deviation proportional to q N ,e p where qe is the quantum

efficiency of the camera (0.66 for our camera) andNp is the photon number.We then propagated the shot noise
in the two images using standard error propagation techniques through the correction scheme described in
section 2.1 to obtain the uncertainty in a deduced columndensity, ds .n0

Wedefine the SNR as s dsn .n0 0

As seen infigure 4(a), after about 40 μs extending the imaging time no longer yields appreciable
improvement in SNR. Imaging for 40 μs as opposed to 10 μs, where the uncorrectedmodel is appropriate,
improves the SNRby a factor of 1.5.We therefore performed the experiments described in the second section at
40 μs imaging time. Figure 4(b) shows that the optimal probe intensity varies with the atomic columndensity.
For low atomnumbers, s »n 0.1,0 a probe intensity of »Ĩ 0.60 is best. However, in our experiment the probe
intensity had aGaussian profile andwas not uniformover thewhole image. The typical probe intensities used in
our experiments varied over the =˜ –I 0.1 0.70 range.

2.3. Calibration of saturation intensity
The calibration of the observed signal in units of the saturation intensity is crucial to ourmeasurement of the
columndensities. Our absorption images were taken using a charge-coupled device camera. For each pixel, the
camera returned an integer number of counts proportional to the radiant fluence seen by that pixel. However,
the proportionality constant depended onmany factors, such as the quantum efficiency of the camera, the
electronic gain during the readout process and losses in the imaging system.Oneway to determine this
proportionality constant is to experimentally calibrate the saturation intensity in counts per unit time.

To calibrate the saturation intensity in camera counts per unit time, we took absorption images of the atoms
at three different imaging times (40, 100, and 200 μs)with varying probe intensities. For each imagewe obtained
Ĩ0 and Ĩf in counts permicrosecond by averaging over a few pixels in a region of constant atomic column density.
We then simultaneouslyfit our simulated optical depthODsim to this full data set, with the atomic densityσ0n
and Isat in counts permicrosecond as free parameters. As seen infigure 5, themodel produced a goodfit to the
experimental data, and provided a calibration of the saturation intensity for our experiment.

Figure 4. SNR for three different column densities after correcting for recoil induced detuning. (a) SNR as a function of imaging time
for a probe intensity of =Ĩ 5.00 and (b) SNR as a function of probe intensity for an imaging time of 50 μs.
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3. s-wave scattering experiment

For ourmeasurement of the Feshbach resonance location andwidth, we collided two counter-propagating 40K
clouds in a spinmixture of = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F and = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 7 2F hyperfine states and observed
the resulting s-wave halo of scattered atoms.Wemeasured the dependence of the scattered atomic fraction on
the biasmagnetic field in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance.We used this data to extract the location of the
resonance at 20.206(15)mTwithwidth 1.0(5)mT, consistent with the accepted values of 20.210(7)mTand 0.78
(6)mT [7].

3.1. Experimental procedure
Our experiment is a hybrid 40K and 87Rb apparatus, previously described in [29–31]. Initially, we prepared a spin
polarized = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F DFGof» ´4 105 atoms of 40K at a temperature ofT≈0.4TF, whereTF is
the Fermi temperature, in a crossed optical dipole trapwith frequencies w w w p =( ) ( ), , 2 39, 42, 124x y z Hz
(see appendix B).

Tomap out the entire Feshbach resonancewithout the added losses associatedwith going through the
resonance [8], we needed to create equal spinmixtures of = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F and = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 7 2F

on either side of the resonance.We ramped the biasmagnetic field to 19.05 mT (21.71 mT) and turned on a
42.42MHz (47.11MHz) rffield6 resonant with the Zeeman splitting between the two states when preparing the
mixture below (above) the Feshbach resonance.We then sinusoidallymodulated the biasfield at 125 Hz for
0.5 s, with a 0.14 mT amplitude, producing an equalmixture of the two hyperfine states. The depolarization
allowed the fermions to re-thermalize, allowing us to further evaporate in the dipole trap [32]. These hyperfine
states of 40Kwere then used to study their Feshbach resonance.

After evaporation, we ramped the biasfield in a two-step fashion to the desiredfield value near the Feshbach
resonance. The two-step procedure was designed to allowus to approach the set-point quickly and avoid
additional losses. This procedure used two sets ofHelmholtz coils—large coils that provided themajority of the
biasfield but had a long inductive timescale, and smaller coils only capable of generating 0.59 mTof bias, but
with a shorter inductive timescale.We approached the field using the large coils to bring themagnetic field to a
set-point 0.59 mTabove or below the intended biasfield.We held the atoms at this field for 100 ms to allow the
eddy currents induced by the large coils to settle, and then used the smaller coils to quickly change the biasfield
the remaining 0.59 mT. For all set-points, the data was taken approaching fromboth above and below the
Feshbach resonance7.

Once at the intended biasfield, we split the cloud into two spatially overlapping components with opposite
momenta and observed scattering as they separated. These counterpropagating components were created using
Kapitza-Dirac pulses of a 1D retro-reflected near-resonant optical lattice (λL=766.704 nm)with 8EL depth,
where =E k m2L

2
L
2

K is the lattice recoil energy and  p l=k 2L is the recoilmomentum.We rapidly pulsed

Figure 5.The optical depth as a function of probe intensity for three imaging times: t=40 μs (black), t=75 μs (blue), t=100 μs
(red). The dots represent experimental data and the curves represent the bestfit of simulated data. The optimalfit parameters pictured
are aσ0n of 1.627(5) and saturation intensity of 29(7) counts/μs. The dashed curve represents the theoretical predictionwithout recoil
induced detuning corrections.

6
The rf intensity at these frequencies was too low for us to calibrate the coupling strength.

7
An extra data point was taken on each side far from the resonance using only one approach.
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this lattice on and off with a double-pulse protocol [33]. The pulse sequencewas optimized to transfermost of
the atoms into the  k2 L momentum states. Since the initial Fermi gas had awidemomentum spread (here,
 »k k2 2.5 ,L F where kF is the Fermimomentum), and the lattice pulsing is amomentumdependent process
[34], not all the atomswere transferred into the targetmomentum states.We optimized our pulse times to
minimize the atoms remaining in the zeromomentum state.

We then released the atoms from the trap and allowed 1 ms for the two oppositemomentum states to pass
through each other while interacting at themagnetic field set-point. For data taken approaching the set-point
frombelow, we then ramped down the field and imaged the atoms. For data taken approaching the set-point
from above,moleculesmay have been createdwhen crossing the Feshbach resonance. Therefore, we first
ramped thefield up to a point above the resonance to dissociate anymolecules that were created and then
quickly ramped the field back down and imaged the atoms. After a total time-of-flight tTOF=6.8 ms, we used a
40 μs imaging pulsewith »Ĩ 0.60 at the center of the probe laser, chosen for SNRoptimization as described in
section 2.2.

3.2.Magneticfield calibration
Themagnetic fields produced by our coils in the regime of interest were independently calibrated by rf-
spectroscopy on the = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F to = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 7 2F transition.We prepared a spin
polarized state and ramped the large coils to variable set-points.We then illuminated the atomswith a rf field
with frequency νrf and performed adiabatic rapid passage (ARP) by ramping the smaller coils 0.0284 mT in
250 ms.We applied a Stern–Gerlach pulse and imaged the atoms tomeasure the fractional population in the

= = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F and = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 7 2F states.Wefit the fractional population as a function of
current to aGaussian function8. The center of theGaussian corresponded to the resonantmagnetic field, which
was produced by the high inductance coil setpoint plus half theARP, 0.0142 mT,with an uncertainty given by
theGaussianwidth.We used the Breit–Rabi formula to determine the resonant field value at νrf.We did this for
five different rf frequencies, and acquired afield calibrationwith an uncertainty of 0.004 mT,whichwas
included in the listed uncertainty on ourmeasured value ofB0.

3.3.Methods
Wefirst processed the s-wave scattering images by comparing the observedOD to simulations taking into
account the recoil induced detuning as described in section 2. An example of images before and after processing
are shown infigure 6. The processing constituted a≈30% change in the column density.

We counted the fraction of atoms that experienced a single scattering event for each image. Single scattering
events are easily identified, as two atoms that scatter elastically keep the same amplitude ofmomentum, but
depart along an arbitrary direction. Therefore, an atom traveling at k2 L to the right that collides elastically with
an atom traveling at - k2 L to the left will depart with equal and oppositemomenta k2 L at an arbitrary angle,
and after a time-of-flight sufficiently long to convert initialmomentum into position, as ours was, such atoms
will lie in a spherical shell, producing the scattering halo pictured infigure 7(a).

Absorption images captured the integrated columndensity along ez , a projected 2D atomic distribution. To
extract the radial dependence of the 3Ddistribution from the 2D image, we performed a standard inverse Abel
transform [35]. The inverse Abel transform assumes cylindrical symmetry, whichwas present in our case, with
the axis of symmetry along ex, defined by the lattice.We thus obtained the atomic distribution ρ(r, θ) as a
function of r, the radial distance from the scattering center, and θ, the angle between r and symmetry axis ex,
integrated overf, the azimuthal angle around the x axis.

We then extracted the number of scattered atomsNscat as a fraction of the total atomnumberNtot for each
image, as shown infigure 7(b). The unscattered atomnumberwas the number of atoms in the twounscattered
clouds. The number of atoms that underwent a single scattering eventwas the number of atoms outside the
Fermi radius of the unscattered clouds, but inside the arc created by rotating the Fermimomentum kF around
the original center of the cloud (red arcs infigure 7(b)). For both the scattered and unscattered quantities, we
extrapolated to include atoms thatwould fall outside the field of view of our camera. The atoms in the center
regionwere not counted as theywere originally in the zeromomentum state and could not contribute to the
scattering halo under study.We did not account for possible s-wave scattering between the atoms found in the
zeromomentum state and one of the±2kLmomentum states in this treatment.

Sincewewere in the low energy regime (the atomicmomentumwasmuch smaller than themomentum set
by the van derWaals length + k k l1 ,L F vdW andwewerewell below the p-wave threshold temperature [32]),
the scattering cross-sectionwas given byσ=4π a2. The scattering cross-sectionσ gives the probability
Pscat=σN/A that a single particle will scatter when incident on a cloud of atomswith a surface density ofN/A,
whereA is the cross-sectional area of the cloud andN is the number of atoms in the cloud. In our case, each half

8
Due to our low rf coupling and high noise, we did not fit to the traditional Loretzianmodel.
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Figure 6.Examples of our absorption images after 6.8 msTOF. The 1D lattice impartsmomentum along ex . In each image, the two
large clouds on the left and right are the atoms in the±2 kLmomentumorders that passed through each other unscattered. The
smaller cloud in the center is composed of the atoms that remained in the lowest band of the lattice after pulsing, and thus obtained no
momentum. This cloud appears somewhat depleted closer to resonance due to scatteringwith atoms in the±2 kLmomentumorders
—an effect not taken into account in our analysis. The thin spread of atoms around these clouds are the atoms that underwent
scattering. (Top)Rawoptical depths, far from resonance (19.68 mT) on the left and close to resonance (20.04 mT) on the right,
(Bottom) atomic columndensityσ0n

sim obtained by applying corrections to raw optical depth above based on simulations
(section 2.1).

Figure 7. (a)Our experimental setup. Top. The 1D lattice was pulsed, impartingmomentum to the atoms and defining the axis of
symmetry. Bottom. After time of flight, the two clouds traveling along±ex directions have separated and the atoms that underwent a
single scattering event were evenly distributed in a scattering halo around the unscattered clouds. (b) Inverse Abel transformof
corrected image. The atomswithin the Fermimomentum kF of each unscattered cloud center are in the unscattered region and
counted towards the total unscattered number. The atomswithin the radius  - +k k r k kL F L F but outside the unscattered
region are counted towards the number of single scattered atoms.

8
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of the initial cloud, with atoms numberNtot/2, was incident on the other half. Thus, the number of expected
scattering events was s s= =( ) ( )N N N N A2 2 4 .scat tot tot tot

2 AssumingAwas constant for all our data, we
defined afit parameter p=b a A4 4 ,0 bg

2 where abg is the background scattering length.We thus adapted
equation (1) to obtain thefit function

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟= -

D
-

+ ( )N

N
b

B B
C1 , 7scat

tot
2 0

0

2

whereB0 is the resonantfield value andΔ is thewidth of the resonance, the parameters in equation (1), and the
offsetC accounts for any systematic difference in the initial and final intensity images with no atoms present.

For each value of the biasmagnetic field, we took 15 nominally identical images, allowing us to compensate
for shot-to-shot atomnumberfluctuations.Wefit the fraction of scattered atomsNscat/Ntot versus the total
atomnumberNtot for each of these 15 images to a line. The slope of thisfit was taken to be the value ofNscat/Ntot

2

at that biasmagneticfield, and the variance of thefit gave the uncertainty on that data point.

3.4. Results
Our data is presented infigure 8. The red curve depicts a bestfit of themodel given in equation (7). Thefit
parameters we extractedwereΔ=1.0(5)mTandB0=20.206(15)mT.Toobtain thefit, we used data taken by
approaching the resonance from above for points abovewherewe expected the resonance to be and data taken
approaching the resonance frombelow for points below.We also excluded from the fit data points very near the
resonance, as there the assumption s n 1 is no longer valid and the problemmust be treated
hydrodynamically [8]. Due to this, we could not obtain usable data very close to the resonance, explaining the
large uncertainty on the resonancewidth.

The accepted values for the 40K s-wave Feshbach resonance for the - ñ∣9 2, 9 2 and - ñ∣9 2, 7 2 states are
B0=20.210(7)mTandΔ=0.78(6)mT [7], which is in good agreementwith ourfindings. Although the data
without the recoil induced detuning correctionwere≈30%different from the corrected data, the optimal
parameters from fitting the uncorrected datawerewithin our uncertainties from the values listed above. The
resonance locationwas largely unaffected by the correction, as the scattering cross-section diverges there,
making it insensitive to the precise values. Thewidthmay have been affected, however the uncertainty on the fit
is too large for the effect to be significant. Performing the correctionwas still necessary to ensure the values were
proportional to the scattering cross section and to obtain a trustworthy result.

Some potential sources of systematic uncertainty that we did not account for include scatteringwith atoms
that did not receive amomentumkick from the lattice pulsing and the impact ofmultiple scattering events.

4. Conclusion

We studied the effects of recoil-induced detuning on absorption images and found an imaging time that
maximized SNR to be≈40 μs for 40K atoms.We used these results to directly image s-wave scattering halos of
the Fermi gas around the≈20.2 mTFeshbach resonance and verify the resonance location andwidth.Our
imaging analysis can be used in any absorption imaging applicationwhere SNRoptimization is critical.

Figure 8.Normalized scattered population plotted versus bias fieldB. Green dots represent data taken coming frombelow the
resonance, and blue dots represent the data taken coming from above the resonance. The red curve depicts the line of best fit. The
regimewhere the scattering length is likely large enough for the atoms to behave hydrodynamically is shaded in gray, and data points
in that areawere excluded from thefit. Resonant field valueB0 from literature and as found in this work are indicated.
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AppendixA

A.1. Peturbative treatment
By considering equations (5), (6) perturbatively in imaging time, we can obtain corrections to the column
density due to recoil induced detuning to second order [36]:

s = + + ( )( )n c c t c t , where A.10
2

0 1 2
2

⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥s= = =

+
-

+
+

+

+

( )
˜ ˜

˜
˜ ( )( )c n c c

k v

I I

I

I
, 0,

3

1

1

1

1
ln

1

1
. A.2

f

f
0 0

1
1 2

r r
2

0 0

However, as shown infigure A1(a), the perturbative treatment is only accurate to times up to the recoil time
trecoil—defined as the time it takes a single atom to getDoppler shifted from resonance by half a linewidth—after
which this prediction begins to diverge. To adequately correct for the recoil induced detuning of the atoms,
numerical simulation is necessary.

A.2. Stationary atommodel
To solve equations (5), (6), we divided the cloud into spatial bins. In this approximation, the number of atoms in
each binwas time-independent. The algorithmused is shown in algorithm1, inwhichwe took aGaussian
profile for our initial density distribution.We call the optical depth simulated by this algorithm the simulated
optical depthODsim1.

Algorithm1. Stationary atommodel

= =˜[ ] ˜I n t I0, 0 {n is the bin index, t is the time index}

d = =˜[ ]n t, 0 0 {light initially resonant}
Hf=0 {Radiantfluence seen by camera after passing through cloud}
for t=0 to tf do {loop over time steps}
for n=1 toN do {loop over bins,N is total bin number}
A=σ0ρ[n] dz {dz is the size of spatial step}

 r= ( [ ])B v t c ndr {dt is the size of the time step}
d= - - - + - + -˜[ ] ˜[ ] ˜[ ] ( ˜[ ] ˜[ ])I n t I n t AI n t n t I n t, 1, 1, 1 4 , 1 1,2 {equation (5)}

d d= - + - -˜[ ] ˜[ ] ( ˜[ ] ˜[ ])n t n t B I n t I n t, , 1 1, , {equation (6)}
end for

= + ˜[ ]H H I N t t, df f {collecting totalfluence seen by the camera}
end for

= - ( ˜ )H I tOD ln f f
sim1

0

Wechecked the validity of our simulation in the limits where the problem is analytically solvable. In the limit
where the probe intensity ismuchweaker than the saturation intensity, Ĩ 1,0 the atoms’ velocities are hardly
changed, and equation (5) reduces to

rs= -
˜( ) ˜( ) ( )I z

z
I z

d

d
, from which we recover the analytic form, A.30

s = - ˜ ˜ ( )( )n I Iln . A.4f0
0

0

In the limit where the probe intensity ismuch larger than the saturation intensity, d˜ ˜I ,0 even far detuned
atomswill scatter light at theirmaximum rate. The time dependence of the detuning can thus be neglected, and
equation (5) becomes

rs= -
˜( ) ( )I z

z

d

d
, which integrates to A.50
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s = -˜ ˜ ( )n I I . A.6f0 0

We recognize the right-hand sides of equation (A.4) and equation (A.6) as the two terms in equation (4). Thus, as
shown infigure 3,ODsim1 coincides with the optical depth as predicted by equation (4) in both the small and
large probe intensity limits.

We used the results of this simulation to check the self-consistency of the stationary atom assumption, i.e.
the distance traveled by the atoms (as deduced from integrating the acquired recoil velocity over the imaging
time) is less than the bin size. As shown infigure A1(b), not only do the atoms travelmore than the bin size, but
they travel far beyond the initial extent of the cloud.Moreover, owing to the higher initial scatter rate, the back of
the cloud overtakes the front for long imaging times. Thus, the atomic distribution as a function of position
changes dramatically during the imaging pulse, and the stationary assumption is invalid.

A.3. Traveling atommodel
To account for the changing atomic distribution during the imaging pulse, we numerically simulated the
classical kinetics of atoms subject to the recoil driven optical forces. To simulate large ensembles in a reasonable
time, wemodeled composite atoms, each describing the aggregate behavior ofNca atoms. The amended
algorithm is shown in algorithm2.

Algorithm2.Travelling atommodel

z[n]=z0, d =˜[ ]n 0 {initialize position and detuning for each composite atom, labeled by index n}

O[i]=n {make a list of composite atom indexes, ordered by position}
= =˜[ ] ˜I n t I0, 0 {t is the time index}

Hf=0 {Radiantfluence seen by camera after passing through cloud}
for t=0 to tf do {loop over time steps}
for i=1 toNca do {loop over composite atoms}
n=O[i] {apply probe intensity to composite atoms in order of appearance}
A=σ0Nca dz {dz is length over which atomswere grouped into single composite atom}

= ( )B v t cNdr sa {dt is the time step}
d= - - - + + -˜[ ] ˜[ ] ˜[ ] ( ˜[ ] ˜[ ])I n t I n t AI n t n I n t, 1, 1, 1 4 1,2 {equation (5)}

d + = - -˜[ ] ( ˜[ ] ˜[ ])n B I n t I n t1, , {equation (6)}
d+ = G[ ] ˜z n t kd 2 r { dG˜ k2 r is the velocity at d̃ detuning}

end for

O[i]=sort(n, key=z[n]) {sort composite atom indexes by current position}
+ ˜[ ]H H I N t t, df f {collecting totalfluence seen by the camera}

end for

= - ( ˜ )H I tOD ln f f
sim2

0

To validate our code, we again checked the velocity predicted in thismodel against known limits. One such
limit is that of a single composite atom. In this case, there is no attenuation, and the intensity seen by the
composite atom is constant at Ĩ .0 Only the detuning evolves in time, and equations (5) and (6) give

d
d

=
+ +

˜( ) ˜
˜ ˜

( )t

dt

k v I

I

d

2 1 4
. A.7r r

2

Equation (A.7) can be solved numerically, and is in agreementwith our simulation, as seen infigure A2(a).
We used thismodel to study the time evolution of the cloud shape during imaging and visualized the phase

space evolution of superatoms, shown infigure A3. The cloud shape is strongly distorted during imaging.
We compared the optical depths predicted by each of the twomodels, ODsim1 andODsim2. As seenfigure

A2(b), the predicted optical depthswere hardly changed by including the full time evolution:
-OD OD OD 0.01sim1 sim2 sim1 for times up to 100 μs, Ĩ0 up to 50 andσ0nup to 2.0.

Appendix B

Weused a Zeeman slower to slow both 87Rb and 40K before capturing in amagneto-optical trap (MOT). After 7
seconds ofMOT loading 40K followed by 1.5 s of loading both 40K and 87Rb, we cooled both species in optical
molasses for 2 ms.We optically pumped both species into theirmaximally stretchedmagnetically trappable
states, = = ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F for 40K and = = ñ∣F m2, 2F for 87Rb. Both species were then loaded into a
quadrupolemagnetic trapwith a gradient of≈7.68 mT cm−1 along ez , and cooled evaporatively via forced rf
evaporation, sweeping the rf frequency from18 to 2MHz in 10 s. Themagnetic trapwas plugged by a
λ= 532 nmbeam, tightly focused to≈30μmand≈5W in power, providing a repulsive potential around the
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zerofield point to preventMajorana losses. Since the 40K atomswere spin polarized and therefore only
interacted by the strongly suppressed p-wave interactions, they re-thermalized largely due to sympathetic
coolingwith 87Rb atoms.

We then loaded the atoms into a crossed optical dipole trap, provided by a 1064nm fiber laser, and continued
evaporative cooling by slowly ramping down the dipole trap to trap frequencies of w w w( ), ,x y z p2
= ( )39, 42, 124 Hz (for potassium atoms) in the three spatial directions, while also turning off the quadrupole
field.We then usedARP to transfer the 87Rb atoms from the = = ñ∣F m2, 2F state to the = = + ñ∣F m1, 1F

absolute ground state via 6.8556 GHzmicrowave coupling (20.02 MHz from the zero field resonance) followed
by amagnetic field sweep from−0.469 to−0.486 mT in 50 ms. This state was chosen tominimize spin changing
collisions with 40K atoms during any further evaporation [37].We then briefly applied an on-resonant probe
laser, ejecting any remaining 87Rb atoms in the F=2manifold from the trap.We again usedARP to transfer the
40K atoms into the = = - ñ∣F m9 2, 9 2F state by using a 3.3 MHz rf field and sweeping the biasmagnetic field
from−0.518 to−0.601 mT in 150 ms.

Figure A2. (a)The velocity of a single composite atom as a function of probe intensity for various imaging times. Simulation data
(dots) and numerical solutions of equation (A.7) (lines) are in agreement. (b)Top.Optical depth as a function of probe intensity for an
imaging time t=100μs. OD1 andOD2 are optical depths predicted from a given columndensity by equation (4) and (A.1)
respectively. The two versions of simulated optical depth,ODsim1 (green curve) andODsim2 (green dots) are plotted. Bottom. The
fractional difference between two versions of the simulatedOD, -OD OD OD .sim1 sim2 sim1

Figure A1. (a)Column densities deduced from simulated optical depths of on-resonant imaging at probe intensity =Ĩ 0.8.0 The
input column densitywasσ0n=1.6.σ0n

1 is the high probe intensity corrected column density given by equation (4).σ0n
2 is the

column density as expanded to second order in time, equation (A.1). (b)Position of atoms as a function of imaging time for atoms in
the first (solid green), middle (dashed red), and last (dotted blue) bins of the simulated density distribution for an initial cloud 50μm
in extent. The probe intensity used in this calculationwas 1.2 Isat, and the column density wasσ0n=1.6.
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